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Commane et al present a study comparing three commercially available analyzers for
atmospheric CH4 and C2H6. Results from typical laboratory performance tests and
calibrations are discussed. The authors also present results from a very short period of
real-world data collected in an urban area.

The paper is well-written and clearly structured. Core results are highlighted and the logic
is easy to follow. The description of the experiments is good, but could be improved
slightly with some additional details. Overall, this a very good example of a study that
other experimental scientists in this field can use to choose suitable equipment for future
work. Testing analyzers with the combination of gases CH4 and C2H6 is very timely as
there is an increasing amount of research on local atmospheric methane signals in recent
years and many these studies could be improved if reliable source apportionment
(thermogenic vs microbial) was done. Thus, this paper is highly suitable for AMT after
minor comments are addressed.

General comments:

Please consider using consistent unit for the mole fractions reported here. Sometimes it is
reported as ppbv, then as ppb in the figures and nmol mol-1 in some tables. Also please
add an explanation that nmol mol-1 is only equivalent to ppbv assuming ideal gases
(which C2H6 and CH4 are not) or consistently report in nmol mol-1.

Please specify the composition of the zero air at least once to ensure that it is not just a
synthetic N2/O2 mixture but has the correct (ambient air) amount of all three matrix
gases.



Please add to the discussion about the Picarro performance that the tests using N2 should
be disregarded as their CRDS systems have been shown to be susceptible to changes in
matrix gas, see Nara et al. 2012 https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-5-2689-2012 We should not
expect for the CRDS system to work properly for any mixture with missing O2 or Ar.

 

Specific comments:

Line 134: How pure is the N2 boil off? could there be other contaminant gases than CO?

Line 135: The units for carbon monoxide should be nmol mol-1 or ppb

Line 173: See general comments on use of different units throughout the manuscript

Line 176f: different units in table, figure and caption seems unnecessary

Line 213: Consider adding information about the actual measurement cycle of the Picarro.
The data rates does not automatically match the measurement frequency here.

Line 249 - Figure3: See comments on using CRDS analyzers for a non-natural air matrix

Line 273 - Figure4: As water vapour has been shown to be a critical component please
add the H2O levels to the plot. Are there any changes in H2O reported by the Picarro
during the expected C2H6 peaks. Previous studies have shown strong dependencies.
https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-14-5049-2021

Line 303: Generally restricting the use of G2201-i Picarros in certain regions seems an
extreme suggestion given that the real-world test period was extremely short and only
performed in one region.

Line 313: Please provide the citation for the study that established the performance
equivalency of teh Aerodyne and Aerodyne 'mini system.
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